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Cyber Security is a Wicked Problem

 Some problems are wicked problems. They’re not meant to be 

solved; they’re meant to be managed. 

 Earthquakes aren’t a problem that’ll be solved, energy isn’t a 

problem that’s solvable. It’s a wicked problem. 

 A lot of the security problems are very wicked, so it’s really about how 

can we manage these problems and how do we find balance 

between the threat and measures to mitigate the threat.



What has the Hacker got that you don’t?

Time

 Hackers only need one weakness

in your network’s defense to get in



How to find the balance

Make the attack too expensive for the 

hacker

Close the skills gap between 

administrators and hackers

Manage the problem by

managing your time



Cyber challenges – Capture the flag
A CTF system is one in which intentionally vulnerable components located

across networks are set up in a secured topology. This definition of a CTF

topology leads to the following characteristics of its operational

environment: Independent failure of components, concurrency of

components and centralized event notification.
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Typical cyber challenge
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Defect complexity breakdown server A

cve-2013-0346 cve-2013-4286 cve-2015-0168

Defect complexity breakdown server B

cve-2015-2850 ctf-custom ctf-custom ctf-custom



Results – calculating risk

Average Team Profile = ((1 - CDF(EoR))-(1 -CDF(EoD))) 

Mean S/D Negative infinity To EoR Negative infinity to EoD Capability % Risk

3 1 1.71 .0985 3.97 .8339 .7354 73%
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Comparing team risk
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Results – calculating competency
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Theory

 This setup now enables the capture-the-flag administrators to
calculate the skills gap in the players taking part in the event.

 A truly expert team should be able to solve every problem.

 The time it takes to identify the issue in the event the solution can be
determined, this also represents a risk however.

 The faster the solution is discovered the lower the risk.

 If the solution can never be found by the CTF team then this level
forms part of a skills gap.

 A skills gap is the limit of ability of the cyber defender and shows the
boundaries a hostile group can operate undetected on the cyber
defenders network.

 The skills gap must be closed.
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Practice – close the gap

 Performing a penetration test on an application and finding no vulnerabilities is
a perfectly plausible result. An organization must trust the individual’s expertise
and experience when presented with the results of a pen test.

 However, how can the organisation gauge the performance of their security
team when finding nothing is a justifiable result?

 An organisation can use a CTF to gauge its team and spot potential blind spots
in the organization's cyber defence.

 The organisation can draw metrics and statistics on team performance and
individuals in team’s performance.

 The organisation can also identify key areas for training as well as potential tools
that may need to be purchased to enable teams to find all the vulnerabilities in
the CTF.

 Recommendations can also be derived based on risk, mitigation and
exploitations as determined by the learnings of engagement in the CTF.
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Summary

 CTF has the potential to not just be a training exercise in terms of

how to attack a server or application in cyberspace, but it also

allows the organisers to look for recurring trends in attacker abilities,

spot gaps in skill-set and work to close those gaps with the

individuals themselves.

 Research clearly points to the individuals in organisations responsible

for cyber defence not having the skills to identify the security

anomaly in the noise of verbose log traffic.

 This lack of prioritization clarity in terms of cyber defence is an

organisational issue. It’s not about buying the latest tool, it’s about

recognizing your people are the greatest tool, but like automated
tools – they need tuning.
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